Words for Alabama Comprehensive
Alabama State Declaration Motto: We declare you will dare to defend the rights that
God has given you.
3-27-10
Alabama – Because of your covenant with Israel and with Native Americans, you will see the glory.
6-9-11
Chuck - (to Kent Maddux) - “Alabama has been chosen for an alignment and My legions are surrounding
the atmosphere. This will be a time of activating the interaction of the legions for days ahead. The gates
will begin to shake again in that state for I am ruling with My legions rather than the legions of hell
continuing to rule.”
Chuck (to Kent Maddux and Barbara Yoder) – I saw we’ve exalted the gifts in our pulpit of teacher and
pastor, prophet and apostle but we have divorced the reality of why they are there. They are there to
communicate the word of the Lord that unlocks the harvest of the earth. The Lord says, “Look now at
these two for they will now create models of unlocking harvest.”
7-20-12
Chuck Pierce: Now Lord I loose this into Alabama, I loose this into Tennessee, I loose this into
Beaumont, I loose this into Houston. I decree right now over China and Washington, DC there’s a
rumbling, there’s a tumbling and structures are shaking.
7-13
Chuck: I see a great evangelistic move coming forth in Alabama.

5-19-13
Chuck: See God’s not gonna forget the double portion over this region He’ll never forget it. It’s in His
heart He spoke it. He spoke it about Alabama being the first state that would rise up be so filled with
God’s glory, it and Arizona that’s why I came to these two states. This state would be so used by God
that is would affect an entire nation.
6-30-13
Chuck: And God says to Alabama and Arkansas when the glory processions go back through the
strongholds of where racism and anti-Semitism ruled I say to you I will overturn structures that are still
waiting to rise up. So I say in Alabama a glory procession will go through Selma and when that happens I
will possess Alabama. Right now there are words over state, after state, after state I want you to just lift

you hands and we are going to ask the Lord to attach His thoughts and impart His headship to us in a
new way.
4-26-17

Chuck: God chose Alabama. Without Alabama shifting our nation won't shift. Montgomery was used
to shift an entire nation. This time it is not about racial issues it is about glory issues....all racial issues
come through a lack of glory. The Kingdom of God movement coming out of Alabama.
In Alabama things are going to turn upside down because the glory of God is invading.
I am changing the gates of AL. Those places of authority that have had authority in. The past will no
longer rule.
12-1-18
Chuck Pierce: I speak to Alabama - get ready ; major upheaval and is shaking coming to you.
1-1-22
Chuck Pierce: Father, I say you are about to do something in us. Kent you and Bev get ready. You already
started it but wait until you get to the next layer in it. Alabama is going to be the prototype - God
showed me in 2008 AL would be the prototype - where the glory went out and spread to the whole
nation.

